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of outcome assessment blinding. Information on exclusion
after randomization and loss to follow-up was provided in 16
studies. Higher quality studies are needed to fully confirm the
impact of early laser treatment to reduce scar formation, but
available evidence indicates that laser intervention applied
in early wound healing phases holds potential to reduce scar
formation.
In Study II, 16 healthy volunteers received a single NAFL-exposure in a standardized full-thickness punch biopsy wound
model applied to buttocks area. NAFL-exposure one day before
wounding, immediately after wounding or two weeks after
wounding was tested at 3 fluence levels ranging from 30–70 mJ/
mB, compared to untreated control wounds. Primary outcome
was blinded on-site evaluation on Patient-Observer-Scar-Assessment-Scale (POSAS) with a total score ranging from 6–60
points (6 resembling normal skin and 60 worst imaginable
scar) at 3 months follow-up. According to POSAS-total, and
compared to untreated control scars, significant improvements
were found on NAFL-treated scars with NAFL-exposure one day
before wounding with medium-fluence (median difference 1,
p = 0.03), immediately after wounding with low-fluence (median difference 1.5, p < 0.05), and two weeks after wounding
with low-fluence (median difference 1, p < 0.05). Differences
between NAFL-treated and untreated control scars were sparse
but study II showed that NAFL may improve scar formation
at all 3 interventional time points and that low to medium
fluences induce beneficial outcome.
In Study III, 32 patients received medium NAFL-fluence level
(40–50 mJ/mB, fluence level determined from Study II) on
excisional wounds, split and randomized to NAFL treatment
versus untreated control. Treated wound halves received three
NAFL-treatments sequentially targeting the inflammation-,
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proliferation-, and remodeling phases. Scars were evaluated
at 3 months follow-up and primary outcome was on-site
blinded evaluations according to POSAS-total. NAFL-treated
scar halves appeared significantly improved compared to untreated control halves (NAFL-treated median 11 [range 9–12]
vs control median 12 [range 10–16], p < 0.001). Changes were
subtle and covered a wide range of treatment response: in
63% NAFL-treated scar halves improved, in 26% no difference
was detected and in 10% NAFL-treated scars rated worse than
corresponding control.
In conclusion, the available body of evidence indicates that
laser interventions applied during wound healing phases have
the potential to improve scar formation. Experimental studies
show promise for 1,540 nm NAFL exposure when applied
prior to or in early wound healing to reduce scar formation.
Furthermore, NAFL treatments as an integrated part of surgical
procedures hold promise for improvement of scar formation
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